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Abstract: Forest planning of Moldavian Republic started in 1992 in Romanian conception
has created the premises of resuming the research in forest domain. The typological research

made with this occasion leaded to the identification of 32 environment types and 54 forest

types. Starting from forest typology on ecosystem basis elaborated for Romanian country

(Doniţă 1990). for the forests from Moldavian Republic were identified 29 forest

environments. To make easier the passing in application of ecosystem typology it has been

realized the correspondence with Gheideman's typology (1964), applied in managing of

Moldavian's forests till 1991. Correspondence was also established at the soil level and

surface sediments on which these has formed and evolved.
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Introduction

Forest fund of Republic of Moldavia, reduced as extension, has a special importance
in amelioration and protection of the environment, but also an important economical role in

a territory almost without forests. It's knowledge is as necessary as the evolution of the last

decades of the forest flowery and naturalistic conditions between Prut and Nistru is known

still almost unknown.

Geobotanical and ecological studies of the forests of Moldavia were made by many

scientists like: Okinşevici (1908), Parciosky (1914), Georgescu (1935), Săvulescu (1927,

1937, 1938), Borza (1931, 1935, 1937), Przemeţchi (1941), Nicolaevca (1954), Dimitrieva

(1957), Vainştein (1961), Andreev (1949, 1964. 1979), Gheideman (1964), Postolache

(1978, 1995) s.a.

First classification of the forest vegetation on plant cenology was made by A. Borza

in 1937 who evidenced and described associations of orders: Populetalia, Fagetalia and

Quercetalia.

A valuable ecological plant-coenological classification of the Moldavia forest was

made by Gheideman (1964, 1966, 1968) suitable to the Ukrainian typological school

methodology of Alexeev - Pogrebneak. It is known that in Pogrebneak system, key

coordinates in typological classification belong to the hidrotrophic subsystem based on

codification of essentials ecological factors in fourth grade of trophycity and sixth grade of

humidity. This classification was used till 1991.

The research regarding the knowledge of the forest patrimony between Prut and

Nistru was restarted since 1992, in a program of forest adjusting, in Romanian conception.
The ecological base regarding to the forest adjusting and keeping is to know the

characteristics of arboretum and of the forest that is to be cared to. In present time, the

ecological fundament of the forest adjusting made for the Moldavian forests is realized by

University "Transilvania'" Braşov; Silviculture and Forest Exploitation College

Acta Horti Botanici Bucurest. 29: 221-232
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the forest and environment types, specific to the Romanian forest typology, introduced in

forest practice since 1992.

1. The purpose of the research. Methodological specifies

The development of ecosystems concept concerning forest, allowed the revision of

Moldavian Republic forest conform to the system elaborated for Romanian forest (Doniţă,
Chiriţă, Stănculescu 1990). The research made had the intention to answer, on this line, to

the practical necessities regarding the forest adjustment and to contribute - in this way- to

the knowledge of forest vegetation between Prut and Nistru for durable taking care of it.

For that, the ecological characteristics were evidenced for forest ecosystems, there's

potential production and some particularities of them.

The records were plant-coenological, pedological and auxological; for that, for

gathering, processing and interpretation, it has been used proper methods for each discipline.
Information were gathered from typological survey with area among 400 - 5000 m

2.

For identification and characterization of forest ecosystems it has been studied the

entire complex of environment factors and characteristics of forest vegetation. The types of

forest were diagnosed conform to the "key for forest type determination", established by

Paşcovski in 1958. For environment types was used "key-classification for forest

environment determination" made by Chiriţă in 1977.

Forest ecosystems were grouped in types conform to the theoretical and

methodological premises specific to the forest typology on ecosystem base prepared for

Romanian forest by Doniţă in 1990.

The identified typological units were reproduced in zonal diagrams and maps which

make evident there's succession and spreading of forest ecosystem types in entire

biogeographical space of Moldavia.

2. General considerations

The territory of Republic of Moldavia is a inclined plateau from NY to SE, with a

depression in the middle - of Bălţi - with approximate 150 m below than surrounding hills.

Generally, the relief is an ensemble of sinuous hills, separated by large valleys, with

altitudes frequently among 100 and 250 m. Maxim altitude reaches about 429,5 m, in

Cazimir-Mileşti body from ranger-district Poruceni located on Bălăneştilor hills. In North,

the climate is more cool, annual average temperature is about 7,7 °C and annual

precipitation - 550 mm. In South, the climate is more dry with annual average temperature

of 10 С and annual precipitation - 420 mm at Vulcăneşti.
On upper landing deposits like clay, sand, marl and tertiary calcareous stones, under

woods has been formed and evolved forest soils, mainly gray. These one can be encountered in

the north and middle of the country. On reduced areas, in Codrilor region, there is also brown

clay-alluvial soils and less brown alluvial soils. Chernozems, more or less levigated, has a large

spread in the afforested zones of plains and forest steppe. In watersides there are alluvial soils,

sometimes evolved to waterside chermozemical and isolated halomorphic soils. Characteristic to

degraded fields are erodium-, colluvium-soils associated with miscellaneous soils.

The forest are spread on entire territory, in large bodies, compacts, on areas over

5000 ha, such as Orhei, Hânceşti, Rădeni bodies, Codrilor massive with the same name, but

also small and isolated bodies in the rest of the territory. From the central region of

Codrilor, forest claim along Nistru river, till the North of the country, on the north-

Moldavian plateau. The north region surrounds Bălţilor steppe, it being the same
like

Buceagului steppe which is the south limit of the country. These steppes are the most loose

afforested from the whole country. In Bălţilor plain and other plains located along the Prut
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and Nistru, as well as the plains from the south, are spread mainly forest bodies created on

degraded soils. By official statistics, at 1.01.1997, forest fund of Moldavian Republic is

394,4' thousands ha. From this, forests occupying 325,4 thousands ha, that is 9,6% from the

whole territory of the country (Table 2.1.). Without Transnistria, the total area of forest

fund is about 329,0
2

thousands ha.

Related to the population number, the index of forest as resident head is 0,075 ha.

Territorial grouping of forest is very various. The central region is best represented

in forests, with a rate of 13,5%. In southern counties, the average rate of forest is 6,7%.

Natural conditions permitted spreading of many species, specific to the hilly region.

Among these, oak and sessile oak represents the majority species from forest fund (Table

2.1. and Fig. 1) with about 46% (27% pedunculate oak and 19% sessile oak).

The total volume of the standing trees from forest fund is 35.140 thousands m
3,

average volume pro hectare being around of 119 m7ha.

In 1997 forest state authorities administrated 345,6 thousands ha of forest (Table 2.1.).

The structure of production fund on age classes is characteristic by important

unbalances (Fig. 2). Generally prevails young crops, with ages to 60 years (77% as surface

and 71% as volume). Conform with data presented in National Report (1997), medium site

class for the forest administrated by Forest State Service is H. 3 (M. Orlov) and the medium

consistence is 0,73.

Table 2.1. Evolution of species relative to the occupied surface

By National Report regarding the state of forest fund, presented by ASS. Moldsilva in 1997

*

By State Evidence of forest fund -
at 1.01.1999. By the LandCadastre ofMoldavian Republic, at 101.1997

total area of forest fund, excepting transnistrian region, was 315,3 thousands ha

At 1.01.1997
Owner / Specie

thousands ha %

Total forest fund, of which: 394,4 100

1. Forests administrated by other owners (city-halls, 48.8 12

agricultural exploitation etc.)

2. Forests administrated b state forest or: is, of which: 345,6 88

Surface covered with forest: 295,3 100

Quercus: 140,6 48

sessile oak and :dunculate oak 135,8 46

lubescent oak 4.8

Beech 0,4

Various stron lecies 136,6 46

ash 16,6

hornbeam 9,4

acacia 93,9 32

elm 3,1

walnut 6.6

other stron broad-leaved 7.0

Various soft si :cies 10.5

lime-tree 2.9

5.7 2

willow 1.9

Resinous 7.2
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Percentage of surfaces occupied by species and groups of species (by

official statistics)

Fig. 1

Fig. 2 Forest repartition on age
classes

In the data presented in official statistics, in the last 8 decades, the evolution ot

forest fund is characteristic by:

• extension increased with 160,2 thousands ha, from 234,2 at the ending of 1922 ,to

394,4 thousands ha in 1.01.1997 (68 %);

• extended area for the acacia with 93,1 thousands ha (from 0,8 thousands ha to 93,9

thousands ha) by afforestation made in the unsuited ground for agriculture.

3
By V.N. Stinghe and DA. Sburlan ( 1930)
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• extended area of quercus with 29%.

• increasing of the preoccupation regarding the passage from grove to high-wood.

• extended area for the places destined to the fruit shrub cultures, nursery, administrative

needs.

The effective occupied area with forest form the fund administrated by the forest

organs, increased with 55%.

3. Results of the research. Debates

Simultaneously with forest planning operations started in the north of the country

has been extended to south, were identified new types of environments and forests, that

completed those described for Romanian forest, totaling by the end 32 types of

environments and 54 types of forest (Tudoran 2000).

A part of the environments described for Romania, (Chiriţă 1977) which were

identified, have been maintained as such (8 types). At other environments (9 types) were

introduced in it's diagnosis characteristics referring to the forest formations, forms of relief

and soil. Other 15 types, because there are differentiating by essential characters from the

existing in Romanian environment typology, they can be considered new regional

variances.

The most spread local species - oak and sessile oak - and also with other species -

hornbeam, lime-tree, ash, maple, beech s.o. - is realizing various combinations regarding
the participation parts in the crops composition. The majority of these combinations can be

found in the types of forest described for Romania.

In the central region, considered the best ecological domain of Moldavian forest,

were more difficult to establish the types of forest for maple forest, ash forest and lime-tree

forest. More of these crops are in a certain stage of degradation from the natural type of

forest that they can not be considered as derived crop, and appeared difficulties in

elaboration of the forest-technical complex of measures. Although the Ukrainian

classification describes in detail derived types, were not a problem to adopt and define them

like special types of forest, because in this best ecological region, forest types and crop

form classification of forest used in Moldavian till 1991, does not show exactly the natural

variety of forest. On the other side, respective types are not different by productivity.

In the north of the country, in the forest enterprises Edineţ şi Soroca, where are

spread pedunculate oak forests, facies with cherry tree, encountered was owned from

Gheideman's classification and defined as separate forest type. Here, has remained

described the facies with birch tree from Rosoşeni body, the ranger district from Otaci.

Returning in Moldavian central plateau, in the center of the country - Codri - only

on shadowed slopes, mainly in inferior third part, it can be found typological units with

oak, and on the shiny slopes and plateaus typological units with sessile oak.

In Codri, in highest areas such as Cazimir-Mileşti (Poruceni ranger-district), Cobac

(Ciorăşti ranger-district), Rădeni (Plaiul Fagului reservation) the beech is spread. It settled

down where it has found more humidity in soil and in the atmosphere. Sometimes it claims

on hills ridges or on the plateau and disseminated it can be met as well on the shiny slopes,

in Plaiul Fagului reservation. But frequently, can be found in valleys, in streams, on

shadowed break slopes - "hollow". With the hornbeam, the beech is forming an more or

less intimate ecosystem and because of the same ecological exigency, forms together

lasting forests, capable to eliminate a light species such as sessile oak. So evolved many of

the stands from Plaiul Fagului reservation.
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In the south part of the central region, essential are sessile oak forest with

Lithospermum, sessile oak forest with smoke tree, fluffy oak forest and pedunculate oak

forest (silvosteppe ecotype). The conclusion is that in this central region, although it can

not speak about essential climate modifications, there is however an accentuate variation of

forest vegetation, from silvosteppe - passing by oak forest, pure sessile oak forest, oak and

sessile oak groves - till beech forest of inferior limit. There is climatic influence that

generates strong contrasts which influences the vegetation and soil, determined mainly by
the relief- positive or negative - and by the exposure. That explains the apparition of fluffy
oak or the pedunculate oak (silvosteppe ecosystem) outside the forester zone.

In south of central region there is the silvosteppe. In this conditions the typological

units in classification of the forests used in Moldavia till in 1991 (Gheideman 1964) is

approaching very much to that described for Romania. Here, the pedunculate oak is

frequently in valleys, shadowed slopes, plateaus, on cambial and clay-alluvial chernozem.

Sometimes it mixes up with fluffy oak on shiny slopes with sessile oak. It was proved that

it is about of the silvosteppe ecosystem of pedunculate oak and not the grayish oak. Typical

grayish oak were identified isolated in the north of Sărata Galbenă body from Cărpineni

ranger district.

In the Prut waterside, in the silvosteppe that is extending like a tight band along the

river, starting from north on the Tigheci plateau to the Bălţilor steppe, it is now the

waterside ecotype of pedunculate oak, in forests like waterside mixed foliage forest and

mixed foliage poplar of waterside, beside riverside coppices of white poplar and willow.

Identification and naming of forest types has been made on the information gathered

regarding the composition of forests, production classes and environmental conditions. For

the environmental conditions existing in degraded lands it has been considered to be useful

the specification of an artificial type with temporary character, that can express the

characteristic vegetation used and recommend, in the same time, the forest species of crop

or shrub to be introduced in the multitude of existing microsites, until it could return to the

natural forest ecosystems. The amelioration planting of these lands was differentiated plant-

climatic.

The majority of the forests are same like those described for Romania. Among

identified types of forest, 9 were partial the same, and other 3 types - for which it could not

found correspondent in those described for the Romania - can be considered regional new

variants.

With the opportunity of forest planning procedures in the central and north parts of

the country, typological research made by Doniţă and Ivanschi in 1992 - 1993 concluded

that from those 20 types of forest described conform to the Ukrainian school methodology

(Gheideman 1964), 6 types of forest (moist beech forest, moist beech-sessile forest,

Moldavian xerophilous sessile oak forest, Moldavian xerophilous oak forest, wet waterside

elm-oak forest and wet oak forest) correspond to other 6 types of forest ecosystem

described for Romania, with the mention that they are differences regarding the soil type.

While the forest planning procedure have been extended, typological research

involved the entire forest fund of Moldavia. The extension of ecosystem typology
elaborated for Romanian forest (Doniţă 1990), became possible by adapting of the forest

ecosystem types described for Romania to the characteristics of the forests from Moldavia.

In fact, it is about the separation of Moldavian geographical variances in the ecosystem

types elaborated for Romanian forests, in succession of regional note which is given by the

gray and brown-gray soils met in Moldavian forests and even the plant-coenological
composition of the forests and the species spread.
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By these research, in entire biogeographical space of Moldavia, there have been

identified 29 types of forest ecosystem (Tudoran 2000). The 29 forest ecosystem types are

grouping in 23 subformations and these in other 6 formations (Table 2.2.). In figure 3 is

presenting a section of a side of mountain, relevant for Codrilor region, with the types of

ecosystem that are met. From those 29 ecosystem types, 5 types can be considered new

regional variants plus the artificial type characteristic to the degraded fields. In the

diagnose of the other types, new characteristics have been introduced and there were

differentiated new subtypes.

Beside the advantages ofapplying the ecosystem ie typology, elaboration of a system

on the ecosystem base for Moldavian forests is justified also by the fact that the natural

forest/crop types from Gheideman classification (1964) are much more complex than the

forest types fron the Romanian typology systems and it is more closer by the forest

ecosystem types. Only in south region - in these extreme conditions - and also in north,

forest types form Gheideman classification, being more simplified, are more next to the

forest types described for Romania. In these situations, the forest types are finding

correspondent in subtypes of forest ecosystem. For example, forest type "Moldavian

woodland of pubescent weak productive" (D O
D

P .

"Ocen suhaia gärnetsovaia dubravcT) has

correspondent the weak productive subtype of the forest ecosystem type: ''Pubescent oak

forest with Venetian sumach (wig tree) with mild calcareous on typical chernozems -

cambium with Lithospermum. Forest type "Pubescent Moldavian woodland very weak

productive" (S O
D

P .
"Ocen suhaia gärnetsovaia su dubravd''') has correspondent the

ecosystem subtype very weak productive of the same type of forest ecosystem.

Fig. 3 Slope section with ecosystem types in Codrilor region
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Table 2.2. Index of ecosystem formation groups, formations and subformations in

Moldavia

it was been established that natural stand type "moist pedunculate woodland with

field maple" (D2
D

C
,K

P "Svejanaia paclenovaia dubrava") could appear on inferior third

part of shadowed slope, weak moderate inclined or even on valleys, where forest ecosystem

type is meeting - Pedunculate oak forest (silvosteppe ecotype) with Lithospermum -
the

oak realizing the fourth class of production.
The areal of each type of forest and each type of natural stand presented in the

general study of forest planning, made by the Institute of Forest Management from Kiev in

1985, is showed on typological forest planning maps to scale 1 : 25.000 ("Plan tipov lesă ),

for each ranger-district. This areal includes also the areals of derived stand types.
For

Number of

Code Formation group Formation Code Subformation ecosystem

types

Beech forest and Beech forest 42 Beech forest with Balkan beech and

mixed with and mixed hornbeam forest

Balkan beech with Balkan 43 Mixed beech forest

forest :ec tore:
Sessile oak grove and beech with silver45

lime-tree

46 Sessile oak - beech forest

Sessile oak forest Sessile oak 51 Sessile oak forest

and mixed with forest and 52 Sessile oak forest with hornbeam forest

sessile oak forest mixed with 53 Sessile oak ove with flu lime-tree

sessile oak 54 Sessile oak ove with silver lime-tree

forest
Sessile oak forest with small hornbeam56

57 Sessile oak - ash forest

Oak forest and Oak forest 61 Peduculate oak forest (+/- Tartaric

mixed with and mixed maple)

pedunculate oak

forest

with 62 Peduculate oak forest with hornbeam

pedunculate 63 Peduculate oak forest with fluffy lime-

oak forest tree

64 Peduculate oak forest with silver lime-

tree

65 Peduculate oak forest with ash and elm

66 Peduculate oak forest with ilar

69 Peduculate oak forest with chei tree

60 Oak - sessile oak forest

Oak forest with Fluffy
forest

oak 87 Fluffy oak forest

xerophilous

forest

oak

Riverside coppice White poplar
riverside

96 White poplar riverside coppice

coppice 47 White poplar riverside coppice and

willow

Willow 98 Willow riverside coppice

riverside

coppice

10 Other (artificial) Forest 03 Forest cultivation (plantation)

improvement of degraded fields

for

formations cultivation

(plantations)

for

improvement
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example, natural stand type "moist sessile oak woodland with lime-tree and ash" presented

inside of forest type "moist sessile oak woodland" includes in it's areal: ash-
,

line-tree and

even sessile oak from sprout and other mixed stands from the same species.
To make easier the passing at the application in forest typological practice on

ecosystemic basis has been realized the correspondence of the identified forest ecosystem

types (subtypes) (Table 2.3.) - with the specification of types of environment and of the

forest included - with types of natural stand/forest from Gheideman's classification

(Tudoran 2000). Because the typological research made with the forest planning works,

involved the study of many principal profiles of soil and control, as part of forest ecosystem

types has been specified the types and subtypes of soil that were met and the surface

sediment on which these types has formed and evolved. In this meaning, were consulted the

forest planning maps of soil tipes (Pocivennàt plan) at scale I: 25000 presented in the

General study of management made on national level in 1985 by the Institute of Forest

Management from Kiew.

Conclusions

The results of the typological research made in Moldavian Republic forests during
the forest management work is contributing, especially to the ecological foundation of the

forest planning.

Placing the ecosystemic conception in forest practice supposes the correspondence
with taxonomic units of the forest typology and site typology, already recognized in

Moldavian's forests, a part of these being introduced by forest planning in forest practice,

since 1992.

Forest ecosystem types corresponding partially or totally to the site and forest types. Most

frequently, toone forest ecosystem type is corresponding twoor more forest and site types.

In forest practice form Moldavia Republic, are well determined the types of forest

established after the methodology of Ukrainian school. These types, being enough complex,

can realize correspondences with types and subtypes of forest ecosystem. There are situations

- in case when the ecosystem type is similar with a forest type or a site type - when this

correspondence is realizing even at the forest ecosystem level or it is possible that many

ecosystem types to correspond to one type of forest from Gheideman classification (1964).

Applying the forest ecosystem typology is offering the possibility of knowledge the

existing natural ecosystem units, in order to establish the purposes for forest managing.

Then, the system of silvicultural measures to be applied, it has to be established depending

on forest ecosystem types included in managing units and also on the actual state of

ecosystems and by the evolution trend.

Romanian typologies, presented as an entity, and them correspondence made with

the Gheideman's typology (1964), offer the possibility of application in practice of

ecosystem typology in whole biogeographic space of Moldavia.

The promotion of the ecosystem concept concerning forest is creating premises of an

ecological foundation of forest planning in conformity with the principles of a modern

silviculture.
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CONTRIBUŢII LA CUNOAŞTEREA FLOREI FORESTIERE LEMNOASE A

MOLDOVEI DE LA RĂSĂRIT DE PRUT

Rezumat: Amenajarea pădurilor Republicii Moldova începută în anul 1992, în

concepţie românească, a creat premisele reluării cercetărilor în domeniul forestier.

Cercetările tipologice efectuate cu acest prilej au condus la identificarea a 32 de tipuri de

staţiuni forestiere şi 54 de tipuri de pădure. Pornind de Ia tipologia forestieră pe baze

ecosistemice elaborată pentru pădurile României (Doniţă et al. 1990), pentru pădurile
Moldovei au fost identificate 29 de tipuri de ecosistem forestier. Pentru a uşura

transpunerea în practică a tipologiei ecosistemice, s-a realizat corespondenţa ei cu tipologia
lui Gheideman (1964), aplicată în gospodărirea pădurilor din Moldova până în anul 1991.

Corespondenţa a fost stabilită, de asemenea, şi la nivelul solurilor şi depozitelor de

suprafaţă pe care acestea s-au format şi au evoluat.

Cuvinte cheie: amenajarea pădurilor, tipologie forestieră, ecosistem forestier.
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Table
2.3

The

correspondence
of

the

forest

types

ecosystem

identified
in

Moldavian

Republic's
forests

with

types
of

natural

stand/forest

from

Gheideman's
classification
(1964)

(extract)

Ecosystem
type

of

forests,
code,

denomination

Type
of

forest.

Type
of

natural

stand/

forest

(Gheideman
1964)

Environment

type,

code,

code,

denomination

Composition

denomi- nation

Denomination

Composition
of

natural
type
of

stand

5416.

Hill

mixed

foliage

forest

with

sessile
oak

(silver

lime-tree,

hornbeam)

high

and

middle

productive
with

mull,

on

gray

and

brown-

gray

soils,

+/-

brown

soils,

weak

alluvial,

eu-

and

6155.

Hilly

Quercus

with

sessile
oak

forest,

sessile
oak

-
mixed

foliage

forest

on

5323. Sessile

oak

-mixed

6-7 Sessile
oak

tree

2-3

Ds
Ls 1A

Moist sessile

oak

with

lime-

Dub

scal-nâi.

iasen,

lipa

sere-

bris

taia;

primes:

cleon

ostro-listnài.

Sessile

oak.

Ash,

Silver

Lime-tree;

plateaus,

shiny

and

semi-

shiny

slopes,

with

gray

and

brown-gray
soils,

+/-

brown

soils,

weak

alluvial,

middle

edafic

with

Asperula-

foliage forest

of

Lime-tree,

tree

and

ash

Mix-ture:

middle

Ash

tree,

1-2

Hornbeam.

Svejaia

tree

cleon

pole-voi,

Maple. Field

maple.

cereş-naia,

grab.

production,
Pm

Sycamore

maple,

Cherry,

Field

lipovo

bereca

Cherry
tree,

Hornbeam.

mezobasical,
hydro

balanced

and

quasi

balanced

with

Asperula-Asarum-Stellaria, Moldavian.

lasenovaia

Asarum-Stellaria,
Bm

maple,
Elm

tree

Dubrava

Field
elm

tree

6272.

Hilly

Quercus

with

hilly

mixed

foliage

forest

with

hornbeam,
oak-
sessile-

5324.

Hilly

4-5

iz

dubascal-

mixed

Sessile
oak

nogo

Subtypes:

54162-
middle

productive

foliage forest

with

2-3

oak

forest-mixed

foliage

forest,

on

plateaus

and

sessile

oak

of

middle

Lime,

Cherry
tree,

2-3

shadowed

slopes

with

gray

and

brown-gray
soils,

+/-

Ash,

Hornbeam.

production.
Pm

Sycamore
maple,

Elm

tree.

Field

brown

soils,

weak

alluvial,

middle

edafic

with

Asperula-

maple

Asarum-Stellaria.
Bm



Tudoran Gh. Marian232

(continued) Natural
/

derived
stand

type

(Gheideman
1964);

Types

(subtypes)
of

soil

after

romanian
soil

classification
system

description

denomination

description

Poroslevie

dubniachii
iz

duba

Sprout

sessile

oak,

ash

forest.

1601.

Typical
gray

Forest

fray

scalnogo.

lipniachii.

iasenichii
i

perehodnîe

drevostoi
iz

tehje

porod

izredca
dub

semennoi

lime

and

mixed

stand

from

the

same

species

rarely

oak

from

1610.

Dark

gray

Forest
dark

gray

seed

-
on

alluvial
and

delluvial
of

light

clay

and

loam

-
on

sandy

recent

alluvial

sandy-loamy
(+/-

clay

sub-layer)

-
on

recent

loamy

alluvial

-

on

recent
clay

alluvial

-

on

tertiary
sandy
and

sand-loamy
sediment

-

deep

middle,
deep

-

hard-loamy,
loamy

-

sand-loamy
(gray

soil)

-intense-middle
clay


